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Summary. — We consider a biological tissue that can be macroscopically mod-
elled as a biphasic mixture composed of a ﬂuid and a solid phase. The former is a
multi-constituent ﬂuid, and the latter consists of a deformable porous medium com-
prising matrix and ﬁbre-like inclusions. Both phases are assumed to be composed
of several constituents, and are allowed to experience exchange interactions. In re-
sponse to these interactions, the solid phase may either grow or be absorbed. We
assume that each of these behaviours leads to the development of material inhomo-
geneities. Material inhomogeneities are treated by enforcing Kro¨ner’s multiplicative
decomposition of the solid-phase deformation gradient tensor, and introducing an
inhomogeneity velocity “gradient”. Through Onsager’s principle, it is proven that
inhomogeneity velocity “gradient” is related to the Mandel stress tensor of the solid
phase, and chemical potentials of ﬂuid constituents. This relation is used in order to
show that, in response to growth (or adsorption), development of material inhomo-
geneities may trigger ﬁbre reorientation in the solid phase by inducing the evolution
in time of its texture tensor.
PACS 87.85.gp – Mechanical systems.
PACS 47.63.Jd – Microcirculation and ﬂow through tissues.
1. – Introduction
The macroscopic mechanical behaviour of biological tissues is inﬂuenced by the pres-
ence of inclusions. For example, in the case of articular cartilage, the mechanical
(∗) E-mail: alfio.grillo@gcsc.uni-frankfurt.de
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properties and geometric distribution of collagen ﬁbres enhance the tissue resistance
to external loads, and determine the tissue material symmetry.
If inclusions evolve in time, the response of the tissue to external stimuli adapts to
the current organisation of the inclusions. This rearrangement of the internal structure,
known as remodelling [1], implies that tissue material symmetries evolve in time. For
this reason, an accurate characterisation of the tissue mechanical behaviour should be
able to predict how inclusions evolve, and how their evolution is related to the quantities
that determine the mechanical state of the tissue.
In the literature, several studies can be found where the inﬂuence of the inclusions
on the tissue overall mechanical behaviour is considered. In the case of monophasic con-
tinua(1), the role played by inclusions is investigated both in small strain approximation
and in large deformations. Tools of investigation are diﬀerent depending on the phe-
nomenon that has to be described. In linear elasticity, models are usually based on the
theory of composite materials with spheroidal inclusions (cf., for example, [2-4]). Ac-
cording to this approach, the eﬀective strain in the inclusions, ε˜, is expressed through
the relation ε˜ = A : ε, where ε is the strain ﬁeld “felt” by the composite as a whole,
and A is a fourth-order tensor called strain intensiﬁcation tensor. Tensor A is expressed
through the fourth-order Eshelby tensor, and, for spheroidal inclusions, depends on the
inclusion aspect ratio and the elastic properties of both the matrix and inclusions. For
large deformations, the presence of ﬁbre-like inclusions is usually accounted for by en-
listing the texture tensor, Ξ, among the arguments of the body strain energy function.
This approach has been followed, for example, in modelling arterial walls by [5-7].
Inclusions may also exhibit statistical orientation. In this case, it is possible to in-
troduce a probability density distribution, which describes the probability of ﬁnding a
ﬁbre-like inclusion aligned along a given direction in space (this approach was used, for
example, in [8-10] for modelling articular cartilage).
The texture tensor, Ξ, is deﬁned by Ξ = ξ⊗ξ, where ξ is a unit vector describing the
local alignment of a ﬁbre-like inclusion along a prescribed direction of space. According to
this description, and denoting by X the material point of the body at which an inclusion
is attached, the inclusions are locally rectiﬁed(2) in a neighbourhood of X ∈ BR, BR
being the reference conﬁguration of the body.
As the body deforms, the unit vector changes direction in time according to the
following evolution law (cf., for example, [11]):
(1.1) Dtξ = Lξ − [ξ · (Dξ)] ξ,
where Dtξ is the convective time derivative of unit vector ξ with respect to the body
velocity, v, L = ∇v is the velocity gradient tensor, and D = Sym(L) is the symmetric
part of L. According to eq. (1.1) (which contains neither phenomenological parameters,
nor material properties of the inclusion), the reorientation of the inclusion follows the
deformation process L = (DtF)F−1, where F is the deformation gradient tensor of the
body as a whole. This picture, valid as long as the unit vector is considered to be
(1) Here, we use this terminology in order to distinguish continua consisting of a solid matrix
and inclusions (which may be also referred to as solid constituents or sub-phases), from mixtures
composed of both ﬂuid and solid phases.
(2) This means that, in a given neighbourhood of X ∈ BR, each ﬁbre is assumed to be replaced
by a straight ﬁbre having the same elastic properties as the original ﬁbre.
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a mere descriptor of the inclusion orientation at point X ∈ BR, ceases to hold if vector
ξ represents the direction of an inclusion embedded in the body. Indeed, in the latter
case, the evolution of the inclusion should also take into account the intrinsic stiﬀness
of the inclusion itself. This is due to the fact that, in the presence of an inclusion,
the overall response of the medium (comprised of matrix and embedded inclusion) to
external stimuli is statically undetermined, for the inclusion tends to bear a portion of
stress which, within the small strain approximation, is proportional to its stiﬀness relative
to that of the matrix.
Following the theory presented in [2-4], Federico et al. [12] proposed two approaches
to this problem. The ﬁrst approach, valid in linear elasticity, consists of introducing a
velocity gradient tensor for the inclusion, the symmetric part of which is obtained by
diﬀerentiating the eﬀective strain in the inclusion, ε˜, with respect to time. The second
approach, instead, assumes that the eﬀect of the inclusion on the symmetric part of the
body velocity gradient, D, can be given an expression similar to ε˜ = A : ε.
When growth is considered, the change of internal structure of the tissue is also
driven by the adaptive re-distribution of its mass density as new material is added (or
subtracted) to the pre-existing one. In the case of a materially uniform continuum body
(i.e. a body whose points, made of the same material, can be brought to attain the
same state simultaneously) described by a ﬁrst-order constitutive theory, Epstein and
Maugin [13] pointed out that the process of growth is essentially governed by temporal
changes of mass density, and distortions of material-point neighbourhoods in the reference
conﬁguration of the body. Distortions, and related residual stresses, arise because of
the possible loss of geometric compatibility of material-point neighbourhoods as growth
takes place. Growth is thus viewed as a process capable of developing body material
inhomogeneities. In analogy with plasticity, this is accounted for by introducing the
multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient tensor, F = FeK−1, where
Fe describes the true elastic deformation of the body, while K−1 keeps track of the
evolution of material inhomogeneities. Tensor K−1 is called “transplant operator”, and
maps the tangent space of the body reference conﬁguration into the tangent space of
an elastically released conﬁguration, which is said to be the “reference crystal” [13].
In this context, the quantity enclosing necessary information about the evolution of
material inhomogeneities is deﬁned by LK := K−1DtK, and is called inhomogeneity
velocity gradient. An equivalent formulation can be given by introducing the growth
tensor Fan ≡ K−1 (here, the index “an” stands for “an-elastic”). Growth tensor accounts
for the anelastic deformation ascribable to growth, and maps the tangent space of the
body reference conﬁguration into the tangent space of an elastically released intermediate
conﬁguration, called natural conﬁguration. In this case, the growth velocity gradient,
Lan := (DtFan)(Fan)−1, is used in place of LK .
In order to describe growth and remodelling, Imatani and Maugin [14], and Maugin
and Imatani [15] modiﬁed eq. (1.1) by using the inhomogeneity velocity gradient tensor,
LK , and analysed the evolution of material anisotropy according to two diﬀerent cases:
a) the unit vector describing material anisotropy is embedded in the body (in particular,
in the reference crystal); b) the unit vector is regarded as a ﬂoat. In case a), the evolution
of the unit vector embedded in the reference crystal, λN , was found to be
(1.2) DtλN =
[
λN · (LKλN)]λN − LKλN ,
where LK is assumed to depend on texture tensor, ΞN = λN⊗λN , and the elastic Mandel
stress tensor. In case b), tensor LK was replaced by the elastic Mandel stress tensor on
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the basis of the fact that any other second order tensor fulﬁlling frame indiﬀerence in the
reference crystal can be used instead of LK in eq. (1.2) [14,15].
In our paper, we would like to approach the problem of growth and remodelling in
the context of mixture theory. For our purposes, we consider a mixture consisting of a
ﬂuid and a solid phase, and we assume that the solid phase is composed by a matrix
and ﬁbre-like inclusions. In the following, we refer to matrix and ﬁbre-like inclusions as
to solid sub-phases. We remark that, since ﬁbre-like inclusions are regarded as a phase,
their dimension is not seen in the model, while their orientation is accounted for by the
solid-phase texture tensor, ΞS . According to this description, the solid phase of the
mixture studied in this paper describes a homogenised system consisting of matrix and
ﬁbres. However, a possible way for accounting the dimension as well as the orientation
of ﬁbres is given, for example, in [16], where the eﬀective ﬁeld method is applied (cf., for
example, [17]).
Growth is understood here as the process of mass increase (or decrease) of the solid
phase due to mass exchanges of the latter with the ﬂuid phase. This implies that the
mixture is closed. Analogous approaches can be found, for example, in [18] and [19].
Although a more general framework, in which the mixture is assumed to be open, has
been given (cf., for example, [20] and [16]), we considered here the case of a closed mixture
for the sake of conciseness. The main hypothesis of our treatment is that solid sub-
phases move with a common velocity, but are nonetheless allowed to undergo growth and
remodelling independently. This means that, although the deformation of the solid-phase
as a whole is described by only one deformation gradient tensor, FS , two multiplicative
decompositions of FS are introduced, i.e. FS = FeIF
an
I = F
e
MF
an
M , where indices I and M
denote ﬁbre-like inclusions, and matrix, respectively, and tensors FanI and F
an
M account
for the anelastic deformation in each solid sub-phase as the process of growth takes place
(with respect to the work by Epstein and Maugin [13], each of the two tensors FanI
and FanM can be viewed as the inverse of the corresponding transplant operator). In our
picture, the unit vector describing the local orientation of ﬁbre-like inclusions is denoted
by ξS , and the kinematic evolution of the corresponding texture tensor, ΞS = ξS ⊗ ξS ,
reads(3)
(1.3)
DSΞS
Dt
= ΞSLTS + LSΞS − 2(LS : ΞS)ΞS ,
where we use the solid-phase velocity gradient tensor, LS = (DSFS/Dt)F−1S , because
of the assumption that ﬁbre-like inclusions and matrix move with the same common
velocity, i.e. the solid-phase velocity, vS . Furthermore, we ﬁnd a modiﬁed form for the
evolution equation (1.2), in which the growth velocity gradient of the ﬁbre-like inclusion
sub-phase is given by an Onsager relation, based on the exploitation of entropy production
inequality of the mixture as a whole. This Onsager’s relation expresses a direct connection
between the growth velocity gradient, and the solid-phase Mandel stress tensor. We also
(3) This equation is obtained by attaching the label “S” to every quantity featuring in eq. (1.1),
dyadic multiplication by ξS (once from the right, and once from the left), and adding the two
resulting expressions. The symbol
DS
Dt
=
∂
∂t
+ vS · ∇
is the convective derivative with respect to the solid-phase velocity, vS .
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introduce a “formal” Mandel stress tensor associated with the ﬂuid-phase, and we show
that this tensor plays a role in Onsager’s relation determining the growth velocity gradient
of the ﬁbre-like inclusion sub-phase.
The determination of a thermodynamically consistent evolution law for the texture
tensor was put forward, for example, by [21,19]. For the thermodynamic study performed
in our paper, we referred to [22].
2. – Model description
We consider a class of biological tissues that can be macroscopically modelled as
mixtures composed of a ﬂuid and a solid phase. The former is a multi-constituent ﬂuid
experiencing single-phase ﬂow, and the latter is a deformable medium consisting of a
porous matrix and ﬁbre-like inclusions. We refer to matrix and ﬁbre-like inclusions as to
solid sub-phases. In the following, we denote the ﬂuid phase by FF , and the solid phase
by FS = FM ∪ FI , where FM and FI represent the matrix, and inclusion sub-phase,
respectively.
Following the picture proposed by Bennethum et al. [23], we assume that the ﬂuid
phase, FF , and the sub-phases FM and FI are mixtures on their own, which comprise the
same number of constituents. Constituents 0-th and 1-st confer the sub-phases FM and
FI the mechanical properties of a solid, respectively. The N -th constituent is identiﬁed
with water, and all other constituents (γ = 2, . . . , N−1) represent, for example, nutrients,
byproducts of cellular metabolic reactions, chemical agents, and molecular species. The
α-th constituent in phase Fj (with α ∈ {0, . . . , N} and j ∈ {F} ∪ {M, I}) is denoted by
Cαj . If a given constituent is present in one phase but absent in the other two phases,
its mass exchange term is set identically equal to zero, and it is formally regarded as
present with zero concentration.
We require that the mixture satisﬁes the saturation condition. According to this
condition, the sum of solid- and ﬂuid-phase volume fractions, denoted by φF and φS ,
respectively, is constrained to equal unity at all times and all points of the mixture, i.e.
φF + φS = 1. We remark that, due to the presence of matrix and inclusions, the volume
fraction of the solid phase as a whole, φS , is actually deﬁned by the sum of the volume
fractions of the solid sub-phases FM and FI , i.e. φS := φM + φI . Following [24], we
deﬁne the mass density of ﬂuid-phase, Fj (with j ∈ {F} ∪ {M, I}), by the sum
(2.1) ρj :=
N∑
α=0
ραj ,
where ραj (with α ∈ {0, . . . , N}) is the mass density of constituent Cαj in the phase Fj .
The mass fractions of constituents Cαj are deﬁned by the ratios Cαj := ραj/ρj , and are
thus linearly dependent through the constraint
∑N
α=0 Cαj = 1. The mass density of the
solid phase is given by φSρS = φMρM + φIρI , whereas densities ρM and ρI are deﬁned
as in eq. (2.1).
2.1. General form of balance laws. – With respect to each constituent Cαj in phase
Fj (with α ∈ {0, . . . , N} and j ∈ {F} ∪ {M, I}), the macroscopic balance laws can be
written in the following general form:
(2.2)
∂(φjρjCαjψαj)
∂t
+∇ · (φjρjCαjψαjvαj) +∇ ·Φαj − φjρjCαjFαj = φjρjCαjGαj .
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Table I. – Thermodynamic quantities and related ﬂuxes to be substituted in eq. (2.2).
Quantity ψαj Φαj
Mass 1 0
Momentum vαj −σαj
Energy Eαj +
1
2
v2αj −(σαj .vαj + qαj)
Entropy Sαj −Θ−1qαj
Here, vαj is the velocity, while Φαj , Fαj , and Gαj denote ﬂux, net production (or de-
cay), and source (or sink) of the generic thermodynamic quantity ψαj associated with
constituent Cαj . Since eq. (2.2) is a compact way of writing balance of mass, momentum,
energy, and entropy, quantity ψαj may represent either a scalar or a vector ﬁeld. In the
case of balance of momentum, ψαj is identiﬁed with vαj , quantities Fαj and Gαj are
vector ﬁelds, ﬂux Φαj is a second-order tensor, and the product ψαjvαj on the LHS of
eq. (2.2) is understood as the dyadic product ψαjvαj = vαj ⊗ vαj . Balance laws are
obtained in speciﬁc form by substituting the quantities in tables I and II into eq. (2.2).
In tables I and II, Eαj is the internal energy density, σαj is the Cauchy stress tensor,
qαj is the heat ﬂux vector, Θ is the absolute temperature, Sαj is the entropy density, g
is the gravity acceleration vector, and Rαj , Tαj , Qαj , and ηαj are sources (or sinks) of
mass, momentum, energy, and entropy due to exchange interactions among constituents.
Finally, in table II, Q∗αj and η
∗
αj represent a source of internal energy, and entropy related
to remodelling and growth. Although here a rather general formalism has been used,
these last two quantities are referred only to the solid phase. Therefore, it is understood
that Q∗αF = 0, and η
∗
αF = 0 for all ﬂuid-phase constituents CαF (α ∈ {0, . . . , N}). To
our knowledge, similar terms were introduced, for example, by Menzel [6].
2.2. Source terms. – Although recent publications present theoretical settings more
general than that described in the present paper (cf., for example, [20, 25, 16]), for the
sake of simplicity we assume here that constituents are allowed to undergo exchange
interactions among each other, but neither chemical reactions nor intrinsic sources (or
sinks) of thermodynamic quantities are considered, except for the quantities Q∗αj and
η∗αj , which represent remodelling and growth. Therefore, in our framework, the mixture
is closed with respect to all sources (or sinks) related to exchange processes but open with
respect to remodelling, and the interaction of the mixture with the surrounding world is
described by supplying balance equations with appropriate boundary conditions. This
requirement implies that source (or sink) terms related to exchange processes satisfy
constraints such that no mass, momentum and energy is produced in the mixture as
Table II. – Net production (decay) and source (sink) terms to be substituted in eq. (2.2).
Quantity Fαj Gαj
Mass 0 Rαj
Momentum g Rαjvαj + Tαj
Energy g · vαj + hαj Rαj(Eαj + 12v2αj) + Tαj · vαj + Qαj + Q∗αj
Entropy Θ−1hαj Γαj + RαjSαj + ηαj + η∗αj
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a whole. Mathematically, this condition is expressed by imposing that the sum of a
given source term over all phases is zero. In order to visualise the statement given above,
we ﬁrst deﬁne, for each Fj (with j ∈ {F} ∪ {M, I}), the following overall source terms:
Mass
(2.3) Rj :=
N∑
α=0
CαjRαj ,
Momentum
(2.4) Tj :=
N∑
α=0
Cαj(Rαjuαj +Tαj),
Energy
(2.5) Qj :=
N∑
α=0
Cαj
[
Qαj +Tαj · uαj + Rαj
(
Eαj − Ej + 12u
2
αj
)]
,
Entropy
(2.6) ηj :=
N∑
α=0
Cαj [ηαj + Rαj (Sαj − Sj)] ,
where uαj := vαj−vj is the diﬀusive velocity of constituent Cαj in phase Fj with respect
to the phase average velocity vj :=
∑N
α=0 Cαjvαj , Ej :=
∑N
α=0 Cαj(Eαj +
1
2u
2
αj) is the
internal energy density, and Sj :=
∑N
α=0 CαjSαj is the entropy density of phase Fj .
By virtue of eqs. (2.3)–(2.5), the fact that the mixture is closed is expressed by
requiring
0 =
∑
j∈{F,M,I}
φjρjRj ,(2.7)
0 =
∑
j∈{F,M,I}
φjρj (Tj + Rjvj) ,(2.8)
0 =
∑
j∈{F,M,I}
φjρj
[
Qj +Tj · vj + Rj
(
Ej +
1
2
v2j
)]
,(2.9)
0 ≤
∑
j∈{F,M,I}
φjρj (ηj + RjSj) .(2.10)
Quantities Q∗αj and η
∗
αj cannot feature in the closure relations given above because they
are not associated with any exchange process. Equation (2.10) is satisﬁed as an equality
when, for example, the ﬂuid-solid interface is assumed to be ideal in the sense that no
entropy generation in the ﬂuid-solid interface is accounted for. Equations (2.7)–(2.10)
represent averaged thermodynamic exchange interactions occurring at the interface be-
tween the ﬂuid and the solid phase.
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3. – Second principle of thermodynamics
In order to study the expression of entropy production according to the Coleman-Noll
method, we introduce the Helmholtz free-energy density of constituent Cαj (with α ∈
{0, . . . , N} and j ∈ {F}∪{M, I}), i.e. Aαj := Eαj−ΘSαj . By substituting the Helmholtz
free energy densities, Aαj , into the balance of entropy (this balance law is obtained by
using the quantities in tables I and II in eq. (2.2)), and under the hypothesis that the
mixture undergoes only isothermal processes, the expression of entropy production for
constituent Cαj can be written as
ΘφjρjCαjΓαj = −φjρjCαj DαjAαjDt − φjρjCαjSαj
DαjΘ
Dt
+ σαj : ∇vαj(3.1)
+φjρjCαjRαjΘSαj + φjρjCαjQαj − φjρjCαjΘ(RαjSαj + ηαj)
+φjρjCαj(Q∗αj −Θη∗αj),
where Dαj/Dt is the convective derivative with respect to the motion of constituent
Cαj(4). The fourth and the sixth term on the RHS of eq. (3.1) could be combined so to
obtain the quantity φjρjCαj(Qαj − Θηαj). If such a simpliﬁcation were done, only the
rate of entropy production due to the exchange interactions Qαj and ηαj would feature
in eq. (3.1), and the entropic contribution due to the mass transfer of constituent Cαj ,
RαjSαj , would be eliminated. Although the study of the dissipation inequality should
not be aﬀected by such an alternative way of writing Γαj , we use eq. (3.1) because it
allows for keeping track of the exchange of entropy among constituents which, at the
pore-level, occurs at the ﬂuid-solid interface.
Summation of eq. (3.1) over all constituents Cαj (with α ∈ {0, . . . , N}) leads to the
expression of entropy production of phase Fj , Γj :=
∑N
α=0 CαjΓαj (j ∈ {F} ∪ {M, I}),
i.e.
ΘφjρjΓj = −φjρj DjAjDt − φjρjSj
DjΘ
Dt
−
N∑
α=0
∇ · (φjρjCαjAαjuαj)(3.2)
+
N∑
α=0
φjρjCαjRαj (Aαj −Aj) +
N∑
α=0
σαj : ∇uαj
+
[
σj +
N∑
α=0
φjρjCαjuαj ⊗ uαj
]
: ∇vj +
N∑
α=0
φjρjCαjRαjΘSαj
+
N∑
α=0
φjρjCαjQαj −
N∑
α=0
φjρjCαjΘ(RαjSαj + ηαj)
+φjρj(Q∗j −Θη∗j ).
In eq. (3.2), the symbol Dj/Dt denotes the convective derivative with respect to the
(4) In explicit form, the operator Dαj/Dt is given by
Dαj
Dt
=
∂
∂t
+ vαj · ∇.
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motion of phase Fj(5), and the notation Q∗j :=
∑N
α=0 CαjQ
∗
αj , and η
∗
j :=
∑N
α=0 Cαjη
∗
αj
has been introduced. Moreover, Aj :=
∑N
α=0 CαjAαj , Sj :=
∑N
α=0 CαjSαj , and σj :=∑N
α=0[σαj − φjρjCαjuαj ⊗ uαj ] are the Helmholtz free-energy density, entropy, and
Cauchy stress tensor of phase Fj , respectively.
3.1. Reduced entropy inequality . – The expression of entropy production for the
mixture as a whole is obtained by summing eq. (3.2) over all phases Fj (with
j ∈ {F} ∪ {I,M}). In order to do that, we ﬁrst need to compute the sum∑
j∈{F,I,M}
∑N
α=0 φjρjCαjQαj . For the sake of simplicity, we hypothesise here that:
i) in the solid sub-phases FI and FM , constituents CαI and CαM (with α ∈ {0, . . . , N})
have no diﬀusive velocity (i.e. uαI ≡ 0, and uαM ≡ 0, ∀α ∈ {0, . . . , N}), and ii) that
sub-phases FI and FM move with the same velocity, i.e. vI ≡ vM ≡ vS , where vS
is thus the velocity of the solid-phase as a whole. By using these assumptions, deﬁ-
nitions (2.3)–(2.5), and restrictions (2.7)–(2.9), the sum
∑
j∈{F,I,M}
∑N
α=0 φjρjCαjQαj
reads
N∑
α=0
φIρICαIQαI +
N∑
α=0
φMρMCαMQαM +
N∑
α=0
φF ρFCαFQαF =(3.3)
−φF ρFTF ·wFS − φF ρFRF 12w
2
FS −
N∑
α=0
φF ρFCαFTαF · uαF
−
N∑
α=0
φIρICαIRαIEαI −
N∑
α=0
φMρMCαMRαMEαM
−
N∑
α=0
φF ρFCαFRαF
[
EαF +
1
2
u2αF
]
.
We notice that the sum over all phases Fj (with j ∈ {F} ∪ {I,M}) of the second last
term on the RHS of eq. (3.2) gives the averaged form of the overall entropy production
due to exchange processes occurring at the ﬂuid-solid interface. This entropy production
is zero if eq. (2.10) is satisﬁed as an equality [23]. We assume that this is the case, and,
by making use of eq. (3.3), hypotheses (i) and (ii), and eqs. (2.3)–(2.5) and (2.7)–(2.9),
we deﬁne a reduced form of overall entropy production, Γred, such that
ΘρΓred = −φSρS DSASDt − φF ρF
DFAF
Dt
− φSρSSS DSΘDt − φF ρFSF
DFΘ
Dt
(3.4)
+
N∑
α=0
[σαF − φF ρFCαFAαF I] : ∇uαF
(5) In explicit form, the operator Dj/Dt is given by
Dj
Dt
:=
∂
∂t
+ vj · ∇.
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−
N∑
α=0
[∇(φF ρFCαFAαF ) + φF ρFCαFTαF ] · uαF
+
[
σF +
N∑
α=0
φF ρFCαFuαF ⊗ uαF
]
: ∇vF + σS : ∇vS
−φF ρFTF ·wFS − φSρSRS
[
AS −AF − 12w
2
FS
]
+ φSρSA∗S
−
N∑
α=0
φF ρFCαFRαF
1
2
u2αF ≥ 0,
where ρ :=
∑
j∈{F,I,M} φjρj is the mass density of the mixture, φSρSAS :=∑
j∈{I,M} φjρjAj and φSρSSS :=
∑
j∈{I,M} φjρjSj are the Helmholtz free-energy den-
sity and entropy density of the solid-phase FS (i.e. FS = FI ∪FM ), respectively, wFS :=
vF −vS is the ﬂuid-phase ﬁltration velocity, and φSρSA∗S :=
∑
k=I,M φkρk(Q
∗
k−Θη∗k) is
the rate of dissipation due to remodelling and growth.
3.2. Lagrange multiplier method . – If the mixture is subject to constraints, these con-
straints should be accounted for when the expression of entropy production (in our case,
eq. (3.4)) is exploited. A possible way of doing that consists in the application of the
Lagrange multiplier technique: each constraint is multiplied by an appropriate Lagrange
multiplier, and the resulting expression is combined with the expression of entropy pro-
duction, in order to obtain a modiﬁed form of the entropy inequality. The reader is
referred to the works by Liu [26], Liu and Mu¨ller [27], and Mu¨ller and Ruggeri [28] for
details. The procedure used in our paper is based on the papers [23] and [16]. For
our purposes, we adopt as constraints the balance of mass of constituents Cβj (with
β ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} and j ∈ {F} ∪ {I,M}), the balance of mass of all phases Fj
(with j ∈ {F} ∪ {I,M}) (cf., for example, [19]), and the requirement that the weighted
sum of all diﬀusive velocities of ﬂuid constituents CαF (α ∈ {0, . . . , N}) is null, i.e.∑N
α=0 CαFuαF = 0. The modiﬁed expression of entropy production reads
ΘρΓ˜red = ΘρΓred(3.5)
+ π
{
φI
ρI
DSρI
Dt
+
φM
ρM
DSρM
Dt
+
φF
ρF
DSρF
Dt
+wFS · ∇φF + φF
ρF
wFS · ∇ρF
+ φS∇ · vS + φF∇ · vF − φIRI − φMRM − φFRF
}
+
∑
k∈{I,M}
N−1∑
β=0
λβk
{
φkρk
DSCβk
Dt
− φkρkCβk(Rβk −Rk)
}
+
N−1∑
β=0
λβF
{
φF ρF
DFCβF
Dt
+∇ · (φF ρFCβFuβF )− φF ρFCβF (RβF −RF )
}
+ φFΛF :
N∑
α=0
∇(ρFCαFuαF ) ≥ 0.
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The quantities π, λβk (where β ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} and k ∈ {I,M}), and ΛF are La-
grange multipliers. Their determination follows from the study of eq. (3.5) according to
Coleman-Noll method.
We remark that, because of the deﬁnition of the solid-phase volume fraction, φS :=
φI +φM , and the saturation condition, φF +φS = 1, the summation of the mass balance
laws of all phases implies that no convective derivative of volume fraction, φS (or φF ),
can feature in eq. (3.5). Another consequence of the approach followed in the present
paper is that, since the summation of the mass balance laws of all phases leads to a single
balance of mass for the mixture as a whole, the enforcement of the resulting balance law
as a constraint for ΘρΓ requires the introduction of a single Lagrange multiplier, i.e. π.
Although this approach diﬀers from the approach followed in [16], it is probably more
appropriate for the development of the following theory.
4. – Constitutive framework
In order to close the ﬁeld equations to be solved, a constitutive framework has to be
introduced. This is done by selecting a set of independent constitutive variables (ICV),
and treating the remaining unknowns as dependent constitutive variables (DCV). In the
context of mixtures, however, this procedure alone does not usually provide conditions
for volume fractions. Bennethum et al. [23] pointed out that this problem of closure is
due to the loss of information in the averaging process that leads from the pore-scale
analysis of the mixture to the macroscopic ﬁeld equations. The solution to this problem
can be obtained by following diﬀerent approaches. In the work by Wilman´ski [29], a
thermodynamic model of compressible porous materials is presented with a balance law
for porosity, whereas in the work by Sciarra et al. [30], volume fraction is regarded
as a microstructural parameter that is introduced so to enlarge the space of admissible
deformations with respect to the classical theory of mixtures. More frequently, additional
conditions on the mass density of phases are imposed. For example, in the case of biphasic
mixtures, it is rather customary to assume that the solid phase (or the ﬂuid phase) is
intrinsically incompressible(6). This assumption can be relaxed if the solid phase is
modelled as a mixture of solid sub-phases [19]. Indeed, even though the mass density of
each sub-phase is assumed to be constant, the mass density of the solid-phase as a whole
does not need to be constant because volume fractions of solid sub-phases are allowed to
change in space and time. In our paper, however, we do not assume the incompressibility
of the ﬂuid and the solid sub-phase. Rather, we assume that the mass densities of the
ﬂuid phase, FF , and the solid sub-phases, FI and FM , are functions of the mass fractions,
Cβj (with β ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, and j ∈ {F, I,M}).
4.1. Growth. – Following the picture proposed by Epstein and Maugin [13], growth is
here viewed as a process causing the development of material inhomogeneities in the ref-
erence conﬁguration of a body due to the presence of mass sources, or sinks, acting inside
(6) The j-th phase of a mixture is said to be incompressible, if the convective derivative of its
mass density is zero, i.e.
Djρj
Dt
= 0.
In the case of mixtures whose phases exchange mass, the assumption that the solid phase is
incompressible does not necessarily imply that JS = det(FS) = 1, where FS is the deformation
gradient tensor of the solid phase.
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the body itself. Since, in the case of surface (or appositional) growth, a reference conﬁg-
uration for the body is not deﬁned (cf., for example, [19] for explanation), we consider
here volumetric (or interstitial) growth only. Growth is thus assumed to be responsible
for inducing the time variation of the mass density of the body in its reference conﬁg-
uration. Material inhomogeneities(7) are related to the incompatibility of deformation
arising as growth occurs (the reader is referred, for example, to the work by Rodriguez
et al. [31] for explanation, and the connection of incompatible deformation with residual
stresses). The anelastic deformation induced by growth is described through Kro¨ner’s
incompatibility method, which consists of decomposing the deformation gradient tensor
into the product of an elastic and an anelastic contribution.
In order to deﬁne a reference conﬁguration for the mixture, we adhere to Biot’s ap-
proach [32], and the framework proposed by Quiligotti [33], and Quiligotti et al. [34].
Accordingly, the solid phase is taken as the “control” phase to which a reference con-
ﬁguration is associated. In the study presented in our paper, growth (or adsorption) is
described as a process concerning the solid sub-phases of the tissue, FI and FM , as a
result of the mass exchange between the ﬂuid-phase, FF , and sub-phases FI and FM .
Although we have assumed that solid sub-phases FI and FM move with the common ve-
locity vS (which is said to be the solid-phase velocity), growth may occur independently.
Following [20], this is accounted for by assuming that, according to Kro¨ner’s method, the
solid-phase deformation gradient tensor, FS , admits the multiplicative decomposition
(4.1) FS = FeIF
an
I = F
e
MF
an
M ,
where FeI and F
e
M measure the true elastic deformation of the inclusions and matrix,
respectively, while FanI and F
an
M describe the anelastic part of deformation related to
the production of material inhomogeneities due to growth in sub-phases FI and FM ,
respectively. Each tensor Fank (with k ∈ {I,M}) maps the tangent space of the reference
conﬁguration of the mixture into the tangent space of an intermediate, elastically released
conﬁguration, which is referred to as to the natural conﬁguration of sub-phase Fk (with
k ∈ {I,M}). The quantities FS , FanI , and FanM should be treated as free unknowns.
4.2. Remodelling . – In order to account for the presence of inclusions, and the possi-
bility of remodelling, we introduce a unit vector λNI , which represents the alignment of
ﬁbre-like inclusions in the natural conﬁguration of phase FI . An alternative description
of anisotropy can be given by the texture tensor ΞNI := λ
N
I ⊗ λNI . Unit vectors λNI and
ξS , and texture tensors ΞNI and ΞS are related to the each other through
ξS =
1√
Tr
[
FeI(λ
N
I ⊗ λNI )(FeI)T
]FeIλNI ,(4.2)
ΞS =
1
Tr
[
FeIΞ
N
I (F
e
I)T
]FeIΞNI (FeI)T .(4.3)
According to eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), the alignment of ﬁbre-like inclusions in the current
conﬁguration, described by ξS (or ΞS), can be obtained if the ﬁbre arrangement in the
natural conﬁguration of phase FI , described by λNI (or ΞNI ), is known.
(7) According to Noll’s terminology, by inhomogeneities we mean here distortions.
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When remodelling occurs, the change of tissue anisotropy is described by an evo-
lution law for either the unit vector λNI , or the texture tensor Ξ
N
I . Therefore, vec-
tor λNI (or tensor Ξ
N
I ) has to be treated as a free unknown for the tissue. However,
since the unit vector λNI is constrained by the relation ||λNI || = 1, it may be con-
venient to select as independent free unknowns only the angles ϑ and ϕ such that
λNI = sin(ϕ) cos(ϑ)e1 + sin(ϕ) cos(ϑ)e2 + cos(ϕ)e3, where {eJ}3J=1 are the basis unit
vectors of the three-dimensional Euclidean space.
4.3. Unknowns . – We count the unknowns featuring in the modiﬁed expression of
entropy production (cf. eq. (3.5)). In particular, we split these unknowns in three
sets, i.e. free unknowns, Ufree, dependent unknowns, Udep, and Lagrange multipliers, M.
Therefore, we conclude that the set of free and dependent unknowns, and Lagrange
multipliers are given by
Ufree = {φI , φM , CβI , CβM , CβF ,uβF ,wFS ,Θ, ϕ, ϑ,FeI ,FeM ,FanI ,FanM} ,(4.4)
Udep = {AS , AF , SS , SF ,σβF , AβF ,TβF ,σF ,σS ,TF , RS , RβF , ρI , ρM , ρF } ,(4.5)
M = {π, λβI , λβM , λβF ,ΛF } .(4.6)
For the exploitation of the expression of entropy production (3.5), quantities FeI and
FeM are replaced by the Green-Lagrange strain tensors E
e
I :=
1
2 [(F
e
I)
TFeI − INI ] and
EeM :=
1
2 [(F
e
M )
TFeM − INM ] (where INI and INM are the identity tensors in the natural
conﬁguration of FI and FM , respectively), while quantities FanI and FanM are replaced by
the inhomogeneities velocity gradients LanI and L
an
M , deﬁned by
(4.7) LanI :=
DSFanI
Dt
(FanI )
−1, and LanM :=
DSFanM
Dt
(FanM )
−1.
Quantities featuring in balance laws, but not present in the lists above, are related to
the above-listed variables through either kinematic restrictions or their own deﬁnition.
We remark that ﬂuid-phase mass density is taken as dependent unknown (cf. eq. (4.5))
because we assume that it is prescribed as a constitutive function of mass fractions of
ﬂuid constituents. Furthermore, solid-phase velocity, vS , does not feature in eq. (4.4)
because it has been replaced by deformation gradient tensor, FS , and then by tensors
FeI , F
e
M , F
an
I , and F
an
M through eq. (4.1).
4.4. Helmholtz free-energy densities. – In our constitutive framework, the set of in-
dependent constitutive variables (ICV) is obtained through the union of the set of free
unknowns, Ufree, and a set of variables containing the gradients of volume and mass frac-
tions, and the inhomogeneity velocity gradients, LanI and L
an
M , while the set of dependent
constitutive variables (DCV) is identiﬁed with the set of dependent unknowns, Udep, i.e.
ICV = Ufree ∪
{
∇CβF ,∇CβI ,∇CβM , DSϕDt ,
DSϑ
Dt
}
,(4.8)
DCV = {AS , AF , SS , SF ,σβF , AβF ,TβF ,σF ,σS ,TF , RS , RβF , ρI , ρM , ρF } ,(4.9)
where β ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}.
If the Axiom of equipresence were rigorously applied, the Helmholtz free-energy den-
sities, AF and AS should be given as constitutive functions of all ICV’s. However, it
is possible to show that letting AF and AS depend only on a subset of ICV minimizes
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the algebraic calculations necessary for our purposes without leading to thermodynamic
inconsistencies. For this reason, we assume here that
(4.10) AF :=ÂF (ρF , CF ,Θ), and AS :=ÂS(ρI , ρM , CI , CM ,Θ,F,FanI ,FanM , ϕ, ϑ),
where Cj ≡ {C0j , . . . , C(N−1)j} (with j ∈ {F} ∪ {I,M}). Moreover, by prescribing that
the mass densities of both the solid sub-phases, FI and FM , and the ﬂuid-phase, FF ,
are given by constitutive (or state) functions of the mass fractions of constituents, i.e.
(4.11) ρF := ρ̂F (CF ), ρk := ρ̂k(Ck), k ∈ {I,M},
we write the constitutive expressions of ÂF and ÂS as
ÂF (ρF , CF ,Θ) = Ψ̂F (CF ,Θ),(4.12)
ÂS(ρI , ρM , CI , CM ,Θ,F,FanI ,FanM , ϕ, ϑ) = Ψ̂S(CI , CM ,Θ,F,FanI ,FanM , ϕ, ϑ).(4.13)
5. – Exploitation of the entropy production inequality
Substitution of eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) into (3.4), the result into (3.5), and application
of Coleman-Noll procedure to the resulting expression of entropy production leads to the
constitutive laws reported below.
5.1. Lagrange Multipliers. – Lagrange multipliers are found to be
(5.1) λβI =
∂Ψ̂I
∂CβI
− π
ρ̂ 2I
∂ρ̂I
∂CβI
, λβM =
∂Ψ̂M
∂CβM
− π
ρ̂ 2M
∂ρ̂M
∂CβM
, λβF =
∂Ψ̂F
∂CβF
− π
ρ̂ 2F
∂ρ̂F
∂CβF
.
Quantities λβj (with β ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} and j ∈ {F} ∪ {I,M}) are identiﬁed with the
relative chemical potential of constituent Cβj , i.e. λβj ≡ mβj := μβj − μNj , where μβj
and μNj are the absolute chemical potentials of constituents Cβj and CNj in phase Fj ,
respectively (cf., for example, [23]). We remark that, by deﬁnition, λNj ≡ mNj ≡ 0 for
all Fj , j ∈ {F, I,M}. Finally, Lagrange multiplier ΛF is found to be [23,35]
(5.2) ΛF = ANF I − 1
φF ρFCNF
σNF ,
where ANF , CNF , and σNF are Helmholtz free-energy density, mass fraction, and Cauchy
stress tensor of constituent CNF in the ﬂuid phase.
5.2. Entropies and Cauchy stress tensors. – Entropy densities of the solid and ﬂuid
phase are related to the derivatives of the corresponding Helmholtz free-energy density
with respect to temperature, i.e.
(5.3) SS = −∂Ψ̂S
∂Θ
, and SF = −∂Ψ̂F
∂Θ
.
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Furthermore, the Cauchy stress tensors of ﬂuid-phase constituents, ﬂuid phase as a whole,
and solid phase are given by
σαF =φF ρFCαF (AαF − λαF )I − φF ρFCαFΛF ,(5.4)
σF =−φF ρFλF I −
N∑
α=0
φF ρFCαFuF ⊗ uF =−φFπI −
N∑
α=0
φF ρFCαFuF ⊗ uF ,(5.5)
σS =−φSπI+ σeI + σeM .(5.6)
We remark that, in order for eq. (5.4) to be consistent with eq. (5.5), the sum over all
constituents in the ﬂuid phase, CαF (α ∈ {0, . . . , N}), of the Cauchy stress tensors σαF
must be equal to the inner part of the ﬂuid-phase Cauchy stress tensor, σF , i.e.
(5.7)
N∑
α=0
σαF = −φFπ.
By using eq. (5.2), this condition can be used in order to show that
(5.8) μαF = AαF +
παF
ρFCαF
,
where παF is the partial pressure of the ﬂuid-phase constituent CαF (α ∈ {0, . . . , N}).
Moreover, the Cauchy stress tensor of constituent CαF is given by σαF = −φFπαF I, and
partial pressures παF satisfy
(5.9)
N∑
α=0
παF = π.
Finally, the sum of the quantities σeI and σ
e
M represents the elastic part of solid-phase
overall Cauchy stress tensor. These two tensors are deﬁned by
σeI :=
1
JS
FeI
∂W I
∂EeI
(FeI)
T + φIρI(AS −AI)I(5.10)
= φIρIFeI
∂AI
∂EeI
(FeI)
T + φIρI(AS −AI)I,
σeM :=
1
JS
FeM
∂WM
∂EeM
(FeM )
T + φMρM (AS −AM )I(5.11)
= φMρMFeM
∂AM
∂EeM
(FeM )
T + φMρM (AS −AM )I,
where W I := JSWI , WM := JSWM , and WI := φIρIAI (with j ∈ {I,M}), and their
sum is such that the elastic part of the Cauchy stress tensor of the solid phase as a whole
is given by
(5.12) σeS =
1
JS
FeI
∂W I
∂EeI
(FeI)
T +
1
JS
FeM
∂WM
∂EeM
(FeM )
T .
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Equations (5.10)-(5.11) are obtained by computing the total diﬀerential of ΨS and us-
ing the fact that, because of the multiplicative decomposition of FS , the hypothesis
of density-preserving growth (which implies that Tr(Lank ) = Rk), and the constraint
ρk ≡ ρ̂k(Ck), each volume fraction φk can be written as a function of the elastic part of
deformation, Eek, and mass fraction of constituents in subphase Fk, i.e. φk ≡ φ̂k(Eek, Ck),
where
(5.13)
∂φk
∂Eek
= −φkCe−Tk ,
∂φk
∂Cβk
= −φk
ρk
∂ρ̂k
∂Cβk
,
and Cek := F
eT
k F
e
k. Moreover, as done in [18], the Helmholtz free-energy density of
sub-phase Fk, Ak (k ∈ {I,M}), is assumed to depend on the overall deformation only
through the elastic part of deformation associated with Fk, i.e. Eek.
5.3. Residual entropy production inequality . – By virtue of eqs. (5.1)–(5.12), under
the assumptions of small diﬀusive velocities of ﬂuid-phase constituents, small ﬂuid-phase
ﬁltration velocity (i.e. ||uαF ||2  1, and ||wFS ||2  1), negligible inertial terms in
momentum balance laws, and accounting for the kinematic constraints on the growth
velocity gradients LanI and L
an
M [20], i.e.
(5.14) Tr(LanI ) = L
an
I : I
N
I = RI , and Tr(L
an
M ) = L
an
M : I
N
M = RM ,
the expression of the residual of entropy production can be written as
ΘρΓ˜red =
N∑
α=0
uαF · {−φF ρFCαF (∇μαF − g)}+wFS · {−φF ρFTF + π∇φF }(5.15)
−
N−1∑
β=0
φIρICβIRβI{λβI − λβF } −
N−1∑
β=0
φMρMCβMRβM{λβM − λβF }
+φIρILanI :
⎧⎨⎩ 1JSφIρI BeI −
⎛⎝AI + π
ρI
−
N−1∑
β=0
CβIλβI
⎞⎠ INI
+
⎛⎝AF + π
ρF
−
N−1∑
β=0
CβFλβF
⎞⎠ INI
⎫⎬⎭
+φMρMLanM :
⎧⎨⎩ 1JSφMρM BeM −
⎛⎝AM + π
ρM
−
N−1∑
β=0
CβMλβM
⎞⎠ INM
+
⎛⎝AF + π
ρF
−
N−1∑
β=0
CβFλβF
⎞⎠ INM
⎫⎬⎭
+φSρSA∗S − φSρS
DSϕ
Dt
:
∂Ψ̂S
∂ϕ
− φSρS DSϑDt :
∂Ψ̂S
∂ϑ
≥ 0,
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where we introduced the notation
(5.16) BeI := C
e
I
∂W I
∂EeI
, and BeM := C
e
M
∂WM
∂EeM
,
with CeI = (F
e
I)
TFeI , C
e
M = (F
e
M )
TFeM , and JS = det(FS).
Further conditions on the unknowns can be obtained by studying inequality (5.15)
in the case of thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e. at the state at which all non-equilibrium
variables
(5.17) Non-equilibrium variables =
{
DSϕ
Dt
,
DSϑ
Dt
,uαF ,wFS ,LanI ,L
an
M , RβI , RβM
}
(β ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}) vanish identically. At equilibrium, entropy production is zero,
i.e. it attains its minimum value. Therefore, it is possible to characterise equilibrium
by requiring the “gradient”, and the “Hessian”of the residual entropy production with
respect to non-equilibrium variables to be zero, and be positive-deﬁnite, respectively. For
this purpose, inspired by [36], we assume that the quantity φSρSA∗S can be written as
(5.18) φSρSA∗S = φSρSA
∗∗
S + φIρIL
an
I : HI + φMρML
an
M : HM ,
where HI and HM are two second-order tensors related growth. Under this assumption,
the equilibrium conditions are fulﬁlled by the following set of Onsager’s relations:
uβF = −MβF∇mβF ,(5.19)
wFS = −MF (φF ρFTF − π∇φF ),(5.20)
RβI = −ZβI(mβI −mβF ),(5.21)
RβM = −ZβM (mβM −mβF ),(5.22)
LanI = MI :
⎧⎨⎩ 1JSφIρI BeI +HI −
⎛⎝AI + π
ρI
−
N−1∑
β=0
CβImβI
⎞⎠ INI(5.23)
+
⎛⎝AF + π
ρF
−
N−1∑
β=0
CβFmβF
⎞⎠ INI
⎫⎬⎭ ,
LanM = MM :
⎧⎨⎩ 1JSφMρM BeM +HM −
⎛⎝AM + π
ρM
−
N−1∑
β=0
CβMmβM
⎞⎠ INM(5.24)
+
⎛⎝AF + π
ρF
−
N−1∑
β=0
CβFmβF
⎞⎠ INM
⎫⎬⎭ ,
A∗∗S −
DSϕ
Dt
:
∂Ψ̂S
∂ϕ
− DSϑ
Dt
:
∂Ψ̂S
∂ϑ
≥ 0,(5.25)
where we used the deﬁnitions of relative chemical potentials, λβI = mβI , λβM = mβM ,
and λβF = mβF (with β ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}), given in eqs. (5.1). If some constituents are
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not exchanged, then the index β in eqs. (5.21)-(5.22) ranges in the subset of constituents
that are actually exchanged, i.e. those for which Rβj = 0. Coeﬃcients ZβI , ZβM are
positive scalars, MβF , MF are positive-deﬁnite second-order tensors, and MI , MM are
positive-deﬁnite fourth-order tensors endowed with the major symmetry (cf. Loret and
Simo˜es [20]). In general, each of these coeﬃcients may be a function of all independent
constitutive variables. We remark that eqs. (5.19)–(5.24) are obtained by inverting the
near-equilibrium expansions of the coeﬃcients of non-equilibrium variables (5.17), i.e.
the terms between braces in eq. (5.15).
Onsager’s relation (5.19) provides diﬀusion-dispersion Fick’s law for the ﬂuid-phase
constituent CβF . Indeed, by multiplying both sides of eq. (5.19) by φF ρFCβF , and
deﬁning the diﬀusive-dispersive mass ﬂux constituent CβF as JβF = φF ρFCβFuβF , we
obtain
(5.26) JβF = −φF ρFCβFMβF∇mβF ,
where tensor MβF is proportional to the diﬀusive-dispersive tensor associated with con-
stituent CβF .
Equation (5.20) gives Darcy’s law of ﬂow for the ﬁltration velocity of the ﬂuid phase.
This law is obtained by expressing the momentum exchange φF ρFTF through the balance
of momentum for the ﬂuid phase, approximating the ﬂuid-phase Cauchy stress tensor by
σF ≈ −φFπI (cf. eq. (5.5)), and invoking the hypothesis of negligible inertial terms, i.e.
(5.27) φF ρFTF = ∇(φFπ)− φF ρFg.
Substitution of eq. (5.27) into Onsager’s relation (5.20) leads to
(5.28) wFS = −KF (∇π − ρFg),
where KF = φFMF is said to be the ﬂuid-phase permeability tensor.
Onsager’s relations (5.21) and (5.22) imply that the source (or sink) of mass of con-
stituent Cβk (with k ∈ {I,M}) depends on the diﬀerence between the relative chemical
potential of that constituent, mβk, and the relative chemical potential of constituent
CβF in the ﬂuid-phase, mβF . Since, at equilibrium, the relative chemical potential of
a given constituent has to be the same for any phase, the conditions mβI ≡ mβF and
mβM = mβF imply that sources (or sinks) RβI and RβM have to vanish at equilibrium.
Furthermore, since φF ρFCβFRβF = −(φIρICβIRβI + φMρMCβMRβM ), also the source
(or sink) of mass for constituent CβF in the ﬂuid-phase has to be zero at equilibrium.
Results (5.19)–(5.22) were obtained by Bennethum et al. in [23], and have been here
slightly generalized to the case of a solid-phase consisting of two sub-phases (i.e. matrix
and ﬁbre-like inclusion sub-phases).
Equations (5.23) and (5.24) represent the growth laws for the solid sub-phases FI and
FM , respectively. These relations can be rewritten by deﬁning, for solid sub-phases FI
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and FM , and for the ﬂuid-phase FF , the following Mandel-type stress tensors:
BI = BeI + JSφIρI
N−1∑
β=0
CβImβII
N
I ,(5.29)
BM = BeM + JSφMρM
N−1∑
β=0
CβMmβMI
N
M ,(5.30)
BFI = JSφIρI
N−1∑
β=0
CβFmβF I
N
I , and(5.31)
BFM = JSφMρM
N−1∑
β=0
CβFmβF I
N
M .
Substitution of deﬁnitions (5.29)–(5.31) into eqs. (5.23) and (5.24) yields
(5.32) LanI = MI :
{
1
JSφIρI
(BI −BFI) +HI −
[(
AI +
π
ρI
)
−
(
AF +
π
ρF
)]
INI
}
,
LanM = MM :
{
1
JSφMρM
(BM −BFM ) +HM(5.33)
−
[(
AM +
π
ρM
)
−
(
AF +
π
ρF
)]
INM
}
.
Equations (5.32) and (5.33) are a generalisation of the results reported in [16]. Similar
growth laws have been previously proposed by Loret and Simo˜es [20], Fusi et al. [37] for a
ﬂuid-solid mixture with mass exchange between constituents, Ambrosi and Guana [38] in
the monophasic continuum, and by Ambrosi et al. [39] for a non-homogeneous monopha-
sic body. Following [36,40], tensors HI and HM may be taken as
(5.34) HI = − 1
JSφIρI
B0I , and HM = −
1
JSφMρM
B0M ,
where B0I and B
0
M are external “forces” that, at equilibrium, balance BI and BM ,
respectively.
By accounting for Onsager’s relations (5.19)–(5.22), and (5.32)–(5.33), we conclude
that inequality (5.25) has to be veriﬁed in order for the entropy principle to be respected.
In the next section, we investigate the consequences of this requirement.
6. – Evolution of ﬁbre-like inclusions
Since the solid-phase Helmholtz free-energy density, Ψ̂S , is assumed to be a dependent
constitutive variable, the derivative of Ψ̂S with respect to the texture tensor ΞNI can be
regarded as known. Therefore, it can be concluded that, in inequality (5.25), unknown
quantities are DSΞNI /Dt and A
∗∗
S .
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Following Chadwick [11], Imatani and Maugin [14], and Maugin and Imatani [15], a
formulation of remodelling can be obtained on the basis of the evolution of the texture
tensor ΞNI , i.e.
(6.1)
DSΞNI
Dt
= ΞNI (L
an
I )
T + LanI Ξ
N
I − 2
(
LanI : Ξ
N
I
)
ΞNI .
We remark that, by virtue of eq. (4.3), texture tensor ΞS is determined if tensors ΞNI
and FeI are known. Therefore, if Ξ
N
I is the solution of the evolution law (6.1), texture
tensor ΞS can be computed directly through eq. (4.3)
Imatani and Maugin [14], and Maugin and Imatani [15] make a distinction between
the case in which vector λNI is embedded in the continuum, and the case in which vector
λNI behaves as a ﬂoat. Here, we consider only the ﬁrst case, and we propose to use
Onsager’s relation (5.32) in order to express the growth velocity gradient, LanI , for the
ﬁbre-like inclusion sub-phase FI . By doing that, tensor LanI is a function of Mandel-type
stress tensors BI and BFI , as well as other thermodynamic quantities. This conﬁrms
that Mandel stress is the driving force for remodelling.
As an example, following Olsson and Klarbring [40], we assume that the growth
law (5.32) takes on the simpliﬁed form
(6.2) LanI = MI
{
1
JSφIρI
(
BI −BFI −B0I
)− [(AI + π
ρI
)
−
(
AF +
π
ρF
)]
INI
}
,
where MI is a positive scalar coeﬃcient. We notice that the growth velocity gradient
LanI contains hydrostatic contributions. Since hydrostatic terms cannot play any role in
the evolution equation of ΞNI , by introducing the notation
(6.3) M∗I =
MI
JSφIρI
,
eq. (6.1) becomes
(6.4)
DSΞNI
Dt
= ΞNI M
∗
I (B
e
I −B0I)T + M∗I (BeI −B0I)ΞNI − 2[M∗I (BeI −B0I) : ΞNI ]ΞNI ,
where only the elastic part of the Mandel-type stress tensor BI is the driving force for
remodelling. We remark that, in the example described above, the ﬂuid-phase Mandel-
type stress tensor plays no role in remodelling due to the fact that it is a hydrostatic
tensor.
This result shows that, in the simple case studied in this section, only the elastic
Mandel-type stress tensor, BeI , acts as a driving force for the reorientation of ﬁbre-like
inclusions.
There are alternative formulations of remodelling that, rather than starting from a
prescribed evolution law for the texture tensor, ΞNI , determine the evolution of given
“remodelling parameters” through the prescription of “generalized remodelling forces”,
and the exploitation of the entropy inequality. For example, in the context or remodelling
of arterial walls, this approach has been recently tackled by Olsson and Klarbring [40].
In [40], the authors identify the set of remodelling parameters with the Euler angle
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determining the orientation of the ﬁbres in an arterial wall. In this case, our eq. (5.25)
reads
(6.5) A∗∗S −
DSϕ
Dt
∂Ψ̂S
∂ϕ
− DSϑ
Dt
∂Ψ̂S
∂ϑ
≥ 0.
The diﬀerence between our approach and the method proposed by Olsson and Klar-
bring [40] is that, while we prescribe the evolution of the angles ϑ and ϕ, and conse-
quently determine a condition for A∗∗S through eq. (5.25), they ﬁnd Onsager’s relations
for the derivatives DSϕ/Dt and DSϑ/Dt based on the assumption that A∗∗S has the form
(6.6) A∗∗S = Rϕ
DSϕ
Dt
+RϑDSϑDt ,
where Rϕ and Rϑ are prescribed “generalized forces” associated with remodelling(8). In
fact, by rewriting inequality (6.5) as
(6.7)
[
Rϕ − ∂Ψ̂S
∂ϑ
]
DSϕ
Dt
+
[
Rϑ − ∂Ψ̂S
∂ϑ
]
DSϑ
Dt
≥ 0,
the evolution law for the angles ϕ and ϑ can be expressed in terms of Onsager’s relation
(6.8)
DSϕ
Dt
= Kϕ
(
Rϕ − ∂Ψ̂S
∂ϕ
)
, and
DSϑ
Dt
= Kϑ
(
Rϑ − ∂Ψ̂S
∂ϑ
)
where Kϕ,Kϑ ≥ 0 are material parameters.
If we assume for simplicity that both the growth inhomogeneity gradient, LanI , and
the elastic Green-Lagrange strain tensors, EeI and E
an
I , are diagonal, eq. (6.4), written
in terms of the angles ϑ and ϕ, becomes
DSϑ
Dt
= −M
∗
I
2
sin(2ϑ)
{[
(BeI)11 −
(
B0I
)
11
]− [(BeI)22 − (B0I)22]} ,(6.9)
DSϕ
Dt
=
M∗I
2
sin(2ϕ)
{[
(BeI)11 −
(
B0I
)
11
]
cos2(ϑ)(6.10)
+
[
(BeI)22 −
(
B0I
)
22
]
sin2(ϑ)− [(BeI)33 − (B0I)33]} .
Therefore, by comparing this result with the procedure proposed by Olsson and Klar-
bring [40], we ﬁnd that the remodelling forces, Rϑ and Rϕ, are given by
Rϑ = −M
∗
I
2Kϑ sin(2ϑ)
{[
(BeI)11 −
(
B0I
)
11
]− [(BeI)22 − (B0I)22]}+ ∂Ψ̂S∂ϑ ,(6.11)
Rϕ = M
∗
I
2Kϕ sin(2ϕ)
{[
(BeI)11 −
(
B0I
)
11
]
cos2(ϑ) +
[
(BeI)22 −
(
B0I
)
22
]
sin2(ϑ)(6.12)
− [(BeI)33 − (B0I)33]}+ ∂Ψ̂S∂ϕ .
(8) In the case of growth, this idea was put forward by Di Carlo and Quiligotti [36].
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7. – Conclusion
We studied a biological mixture consisting of a ﬂuid and a solid phase. The latter
was assumed to comprise two sub-phases, i.e. matrix and ﬁbre-like inclusion, moving
with the common phase velocity, vS . Each phase was modelled as a mixture on its
own with several constituents. Because of mass exchanges between phases, the solid-
phase experiences growth (or resorption). Growth, and the material inhomogeneities
related to it, were described through the multiplicative decomposition of the solid-phase
deformation gradient tensor, and the introduction of the growth velocity gradient. On
the basis of previous works [37, 39, 16], the growth velocity gradients of sub-phases FI
and FM are given through Onsager’s relation (cf. eqs. (5.32) and (5.33)), in which the
Mandel-type stress tensors BI , BM , BFI , and BFM are introduced. Tensors BI and
BM contain both an elastic part, and a contribution due to the chemical potential of the
constituents exchanged with the ﬂuid-phase. The ﬂuid-phase Mandel-type stress tensor,
BF , is deﬁned only in terms of chemical potential of ﬂuid-phase constituents, and, within
the theoretical framework presented in this paper, is hydrostatic.
Onsager’s relations (5.32) and (5.33) are also used in order to highlight the role of
Mandel-type stress tensors on remodelling. We suggested a possible way of including
Mandel-type stress tensors, and other constitutive variables, in the evolution laws of the
texture tensor, ΞNI . Although we obtained results similar to those pointed out by Imatani
and Maugin [14], and Maugin and Imatani [15], our procedure is methodological diﬀerent
because it is grounded on the derivation of Onsager’s relations in order to express the
growth velocity gradient, (5.32), of the ﬁbre-like inclusion sub-phase, FI .
If the mixture under study is made of matrix and ﬁbre-like inclusions (i.e. no ﬂuid-
phase), Onsager’s relations for growth velocity gradients LanI and L
an
M could still be found,
although they should be accordingly modiﬁed.
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